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EDITORIAL
In this April edition of The Ravine, Ravine Journalists discover a varying degree of topics such as space
vacations, vegan wings, a prom preview, Harambe, depression, and a comparison between suburban and city
living.
With graduation nearly around the corner, many seniors are preparing for prom, senior project,
filling out scholarships, and looking forward to summer with eager excitement. However, there are also
those moments of panic attacks, emotional breakdowns, and times when life just seems to be completely
overwhelming to many seniors (and underclassmen). The key to staying motivated, is looking forward.
What are you looking forward to? Is there something or someone that keeps you motivated?
Remember to spend time filling up your heart with inspiration. As you end this school year, don’t let yourself
get burnt out, and take time for your mental and physical health.
In need of something to smile about? Kid President has some wise words of wisdom. “Life is tough,
but so are you!”, “Give the world a reason to dance”, and “If it doesn’t make the world better, don’t do it.”
Here are some ideas to keep your mind healthy
1. When it is nice outside, go for a walk and listen to music or go with friends. Mind Body Green wrote
that those who aren’t exposed to enough sunlight, and who sit indoors most of the day are likely to have
Seasonal Affective Disorder- a disorder that messes with your moods and can lead to depression.
2. Watch a show or movie, or read a book that sounds intriguing to you. Thinking new thoughts and
being creative will allow yourself to become more creative yourself. Limit the amount of time you spend
watching TV, otherwise this could be counterproductive.
3. Get enough sleep. Drowsy Driving released an article that drowsy drivers were just as bad as drivers
as those driving under the influence. Sleeping allows your brain to relax and it allows you to be more calm.
The National Sleep Foundation suggests that teenagers get in between 8 to 10 hours of sleep for proper
mental and physical health. Oversleeping, however, can make depressing thoughts and feelings worse.
4. Create. Be Brain Fit describes how creating art, singing, or any form of creation can alleviate stress.
Find something that you’re passionate about, and get creative.
In today’s culture there are many casual remarks regarding suicide; People may say “I just want to
die”, “I hate my life”, “I’m so stupid I should just kill myself”, or comments telling others to kill themselves have
become the new social norm. I hear at least one of these each day, many times a lot more frequently than just
once. However, the statistics of the rising amounts of completed suicide aren’t funny at all.
When a teenager admits how they’re feeling, or show any symptoms of depression or suicide- they
are often dismissed as being overly dramatic. Their words are not taken seriously, and they are passed off as
“being a teenag
According to the American Foundation For Suicide Prevention, suicide is the second leading cause
of death among Ohioans in between 15-24. So, how can you tell if your friends and family members are just
being dramatic, or showing the warning signs of suicide?
If your friend or loved one talks about life being “better without them”, or simply talking about death
frequently, reach out to them and make sure that they are okay. If someone you know recently had a tragedy
in their family, or a big change- watch how they react and be there for them if they need it. If someone you
know starts showing signs of depression, increased amounts of anxiety, or an abnormal amount of mood
changes, connect with them and make sure they’re doing okay. For more information about the outward signs
of suicide, please go to https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/how-we-can-all-prevent-suicide/.
You are important to society, and you are going to overcome whatever is bogging you down in this
current season of your life. If you have feelings of suicide- reach out to your loved ones, friends, teachers,
counselors, and anyone that you trust to listen. The Suicide Teen Hotline is (614) 294-3300. Your life is
important. Remember what keeps you motivated, and your mind healthy.

Abigail Nash,
Co- Editor
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100 Years Later:
Prom Preview
Where: Valleydale Ballroom
When: April 29th, 2017
8:00- 11:00pm
Written By Brandon Sloma
Artwork by Marissa Giodarno
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This year’s prom hosted

by the Class of 2018’s
Student Council will be at
the Valleydale Ballroom on
April 29th, 2017 from 8:00
to 11:00. The theme for
this year’s prom is “A Night
In Paris,” and the school
sanctioned after party will
be at the Sawmill Lanes
after Prom is over.

History of
Valleydale

despair, and started to
lose money. The ballroom
changed ownership, and
as the new ownership

Kilbourne’s
Prom
at Valleydale

Photos Courtsey of Valleydale’s Website and
Chelsea Kao.

According to a video
Valleydale’s website, the
ballroom is celebrating its
one hundredth anniversary
this year, and over the
years has hosted many
well known artists and
later in its history started
to be used for large
gatherings and school
dances.
Early in its life
Valleydale was well
known for the concerts it
hosted; it has hosted Frank
Sinatra, Duke Ellington,
and Ozzy Osbourne just to
name a few of the famous
performers that have
performed there. When
you walk into the ballroom
from the main entrance on
the right side one section
of the wall is dedicated
to the famous musicians

that have performed, each took control of the historic
having a picture with their ballroom, they decided to
autograph.
put in over a
Due to its
“Valleydale will be a million dollars
popularity
great location for this in order to
and the
fix it and
year’s Prom”
range of
bring it back
-Katherine
performers
to its former
it hosted,
elegance.
Poe
Valleydale
The million
was thrust into the
dollar renovation helped
national spotlight in the
incorporate modern
early to mid twentieth
technology with the
century. The ballroom
elegance of the past. Most
was so popular two
of what is in the ballroom
national radio stations had is original to what
permanent
Valleydale
studios in
to look
“There will be a used
the ballroom,
like with a few
and would Giant Eiffel Tower, to modern twists.
broadcast the take pictures with”
The
performances
chandeliers
- Erin Wisard
on the
and lights at
weekend throughout the
the bar now change colors.
The lighting now can help
country.
reflect the mood of the
Valleydale
music making dancing
post
on the dance floor more
Renovations
Renovations enjoyable.
are continuously done
According to an article in
to the building and just
the Columbus Dispatch,
over these past couple of
Valleydale in the late 20th
months the dance floor has
century and early 21st
century started to fall into been redone.
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Kilbourne’s prom at
Valleydale will be special
sincej we will be there
for its 100th year. The
decorations committee
for prom has chosen
to go minimalistic and
elegant on the decorations
according to Erin Wisard,
one of the members of
the decorating committee.
According to Erin Wizard,
a junior on the decorating
committee for Prom, said
“There will be a giant Eiffel
Tower, and many other
minimalistic paris themed
items. In order to try and
keep as close to the night
in Paris theme as possible
we have decided to try and
go minimalistic, in order
to make the students think
they are in Paris”. Antonia
Zoridakis, who is in charge
of Prom favors, said: “
The Prom favors
will be keychains for the
girls, and lanyards for the
guys. There will also be
a Macaroon Bar at Prom.”
Katherine Poe , the Junior
Secretary said “Valleydale
will be a great location for
this year’s Prom, due to its
history and elegance which
will tie in well with the
theme, A Night in Paris.”

April

1. @maryoyer

2. @casscouch

1. Mary Oyer and Katie Harvey were
looking groovy on the choir’s trip to
New Orleans. Want to come watch
the choirs perform? They will be
singing at graduation.
2. Cassidy Crouch posted this picture
from “How to Succeed In Buisness
Without Really Trying”. Missed the
show? Come to the theatre’s next
performance on May 4-6 @7:30 they
will be performing Peter and The
Starcatcher.

4. @ella_spitznogle
3. @cassadywatson

6. @madlovesgolf12

5.@katiesemm

3. Senior softball players Cassady
Watson and Molly Winget pose for a
picture.
4. Ella Spitznogle took a groupie (a
group selfie) of the orchastra team
celebrating their success!

Want to be featured in the next 5. Katie Semmelroth and Meredith
Shanahan attended Senior Tea at
edition of The Ravine?
Liberty Elementary.
Follow us on
@wkhsravine
6. The girl’s golf team is recruiting
on Instagram!
new members. Intrested in joing the
team? Contact Madalyn Hopkins or
another one of the team members.
7. Seniors Cassidy Crouch and
Heavyn Rhodes smiling the night
away at the New Orleans choir trip.

7.@casscouch

8. @abbysouder

8. Abby Souder and the Granby
Gang revisted their elementary
during Senior Tea.
9. Cassady Watson visited one
of her old teachers from Granby
Elementary

9. @cassadywatson

10. @mags_101

10. Maggie Payne and other senior
girls revisted Worthington Hills for
Senior Tea

Stargazing
made
easy
By Angela Lu
Space Exploration Technologies
Corporation is launching into a
brand new project - one in which
they are sending tourists into space
for a vacation around the moon and
back. They first announced this news
in February of 2017 and the trip will
take place in 2018.
In 2018, the company is hoping to
send two tourists into space on a
Moon mission. These two tourists
will be, according to Tariq Malik,
Space.com’s Managing Editor,
“‘skimming’ above the lunar surface
at the closest point and flying
out up to 400,000 miles (650,000
kilometers) from Earth at the
farthest point.” Despite the fact that
tourists will not actually be touching
the moon, Senior Anna Chen “would
never want to go to space. It sounds
really cool, but [she] would be too
terrified during the journey up. [She
thinks she] will stay comfortable on
Earth.”
The Guardian’s Alan Yuhas explains
that the company will do test runs
before sending humans aboard,
they will “test its Crew Dragon
spacecraft without humans on board
later this mission and is scheduled
to fly a crewed mission to the
space station in 2018.” The Crew
Dragon spacecraft is a commercial
spacecraft that has, in 2012,
launched cargo to the International
Space Station. The SpaceX website
says that in cooperation with
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, NASA, they are
making refinements “that will enable
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Dragon to fly crew.” Since the
spacecraft was built to carry
humans on board, a hope
of SpaceX’s is to make the
spacecraft able to launch
them into space. Through
doing these extensive and
expensive actions their
ultimate end goal SpaceX
hopes to achieve, according
to their website, is “enabling
people to live on other
planets.”
This new step into space
exploration, has added the
factor of space tourism to
our society, changing the
whole outlook of what we
know space exploration to
be. Gargantuan steps have
been taken to ensure the
places within our universe
are mapped, studied, and
understood. The world
has gone from touching
the surface of the moon,
collecting data and learning
more about the only natural
occurring Earth satellite
to having consumers take
a swing around the moon.
Space traveling seems to
have taken the comfort, and
has acquired a leisure like
approach to entering space.
Not only the mindset of
what space exploration has
evolved into, the technology
and advancements also
are rapidly changing to be
bolder and bigger. From
the first artificial satellite,
Sputnik I to the fancy
gadgets being applied
to ships so it looks like a
pompous version of the
Millennium Falcon, the
society has more advanced
ways to get to space.
Worthington Kilbourne

Physical Science and Biology
teacher, Kelley Chase believes
that increases in technology
have made space tourism a more
conceivable idea; she also adds
that “continued research in the
areas of space, astronomy, and
how the human body is affected
by spending time in space (such as
the astronaut who spent a year in
space) have provided invaluable
data that can help developers
work on improving the technology
associated with space travel.”
Nathan Shaw is a software
engineer who works for Liferay,
he also has a degree in Nuclear
Physics. Shaw says that “improved
technologies including lighter,
stronger materials and faster,
smaller computers have certainly
contributed to the trends of
private companies such as
SpaceX taking up the mantle of
launching rockets from national
governments. Those technologies
have enabled more cost efficient
mechanisms including vertical
landing of first stage boosters
for reuse which by itself has
significantly reduced costs.” The
reduction of costs is one reason
why many companies, including
SpaceX, have been looking for
these better, sleeker ways to
build rockets that firstly, work
better, work longer and work more
efficiently.
And why have people put into
their minds and their time into
developing space expeditions for
leisure?
One reason why, is that since
rockets are now cheaper to
manufacture and put into play, it’s
also easier to obtain a trip around
the moon. The people outside
of the industrial part of making
these trips possible, have shown

interest in paying millions of
dollars to get a week’s worth
of vacationing done. With
people wanting to buy this
product and suppliers willing
to produce, a simple chain of
supply and demand with a bit
of science exploration stuffed
somewhere in the range
begins. Shaw mentions that
the “prices [of space tourism]
have reached a point where
your average very rich person
could consider making a trip to
the edge of space, which is all
that is currently being offered.
When and whether true space
tourism involving trips to space
stations, the Moon, or beyond
will occur is still unclear.
“Several entrepreneurs, most
notably Elon Musk, are also
driven by a stated desire to
protect the human race from
having all of its ‘eggs in one
basket’, meaning if we have
populations on multiple
planets, a catastrophe on
one will not cause extinction,
whether that event is cosmic
or self-inflicted” explained
Shaw. Here, Shaw does touch
on the ultimate goal of finding

more than human existence.
Not that humans on these
space vacations are searching
for aliens out and around the
moon’s circumference, but the
possibility of something new
being discovered is always in
an abundance wherever one
goes.
Beyond what’s upon the
surface of another galaxy, Anna
Chen, equates space tourism
to the Wild Wild West. “The
start of ‘space tourism’ will
expand the possibilities of
what humans can do. Space
would no longer be a mystery
but the edge of a new frontier.
It’s sort of like the 1800’s when
America was still considered
wild and unexplored. This step
towards space tourism will
unlock greater possibilities in
the future, which can possibly
mirror movies such as Star
Wars or Star Trek.”
Freshman Courtney Quickel
believes that because humans
are touring the moon, and
space, they will harm the space
environment, making space
tourism ultimately detrimental.
She compares it to the earth
Artwork courtesy of Marissa Gioradano
An astronaut making their home on the moon.

and what is happening to the earth,
regarding environmental harms, and
how that will most likely transfer
onto the moon.
Currently the moon expedition
is only for the very rich. No exact
amount has been given yet, but
previous space tourists and charging
rates lead to an assumption of
around 20 million dollars. But
how will an average human with
a basic income be able to get
an opportunity to explore and
experience space, or will they ever?
“Reliability and cost are the key
factors coming into play here”
explained Shaw. “The costs will
need to decrease by another
factor of 10 before even upper
middle class humans will be able
to consider space travel a viable
option. And reliability is still
nowhere near where air flight is,
with recent manned flights still
failing at a rate of nearly 2% and
unmanned flights at more than 6%.
Space flight is inherently risky and
I don’t see it becoming a regular
occurrence for the average person
until those numbers improve
greatly.”
“At this point, I don’t foresee the
average person being able to
participate in space travel in my
lifetime” added Chase. “With the
estimated costs for those who
have done this already in the 20+
million dollar range, I feel like this
is something that only the ultrawealthy would have the means
to afford. I also think that, while
technology is improving, the costs
and legalities associated with this
type of travel will limit who will
offer it for the foreseeable future.
In addition, I imagine there are
very strict physical and fitness
requirements that would have to be
met by interested participants.”

Evolving Environments:
Zoos See Changes to Animal Habitats
By Justin Myers

On May 28, 2016, a young child climbed
into the enclosure of Harambe, a 17 year old
gorilla from the Cincinnati Zoo. The gorilla
grabbed the child and began to drag him
around the enclosure. In order to save the
child, zoo officials shot and killed Harambe.
Almost a year later, the backlash from the incident still lingers among the zoo community.
Many animal rights activists dubbed Harambe’s killing as cruel and unnecessary, while
others, such as Columbus Zoo founder Jack
Hanna, felt that the action was necessary
to save the life of the child. Many also feel
that the parents of the child should have
been more vigilant. “I think it was a justified
killing,” says Lucas Hershberger, a junior at
WKHS, “but the parents should have been on
higher alert.”
The controversy surrounding the incident
also raises larger concerns about zoos in general. Are they the bastions of conservation
that they claim to be, or simply inhumane
houses of animal exploitation? These two
conflicting viewpoints lead many to wonder
how, or if, zoos will be able to adapt in order
to find a balance between animal comfort
and guest enjoyment, while maintaining the
safety of both parties.
Zoos have been part of American society for
many long years, with the Philadelphia Zoo,
the nation’s first, opening in 1859, and still
operating to this day. Now, zoos all over the
country house animals of all shapes and
sizes, and their popularity is only growing.
The Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA),
a non-profit organization that regulates and
certifies animal facilities around the world,
reports 215 certified zoos in the United
States alone. These AZA-accredited facilities
are home to almost 750,000 animals from
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over 6,000 different species, and draw a crowd of over
183 million visitors every year.
The stated purpose of most zoos is to protect animals
and conserve the planet. The aforementioned Philadelphia Zoo, on their official website, states that their mission is to “[create] joyful discovery and [inspire] action for
animals and habitats” by “connecting people with wildlife.” Likewise, the local Columbus Zoo’s website states

“Without [zoos], a lot of
the animals we have today
[such as the Bald Eagle and
Mexican Gray Wolf] would
be extinct.”
-Josh Keller, Zoo Keeper at the Columbus Zoo
that it “devote[s] $4 million of privately raised funds to
support conservation efforts annually around the world”,
while the AZA cites a total of $160 million in annual conservation spending amongst its accredited institutions.
Zoos also hope their guests sympathize with animals. “I
think by far the main purpose of zoos is getting people to
care about animals,” says Josh Keller, a zoo keeper in the
Columbus Zoo’s North America department. Zoos are also
a source of entertainment for many around the world.
“It’s fun to go and see animals from different countries,”
says Andrew Thompson, a senior at WKHS. While striving
to protect the environment, zoos also provide economic
benefits for the communities they occupy. According to
the AZA, American zoos injected greater than $17.4 billion into the U.S. economy, while providing jobs for nearly
176,000 American workers.
Critics of zoos, however, are quick to point out that all

quences, many zoos are beginning to evolve. Zoos
across the nation have incorporated enclosures
that look quite different from those of the past.
The Philadelphia Zoo features “Zoo360” exhibits,
which, according to the zoo’s website, provide “a
campus-wide network of see-through mesh trails”
for animals to move around freely in. These habitats strive to provide animals with more natural
environments. “It makes the lives of the animals so
vastly enriching,” says Keller “[it’s] simulating what
animals really experience in the wild.” According to
Keller, the Columbus Zoo has already started incorporating unique new habitats, such as the Watering
Hole in the Heart of Africa exhibit, which constantly
rotates animals in and out of the exhibit, allowing
them to explore and interact with each other in
ways not previously possible.

Many zoos have begun to integrate enclosures that
allow animals to roam freely.
Drawing courtesy of Marissa Giordano

zoos, no matter how just their intentions, force animals out of their natural habitats and into captivity.
In an interview with Time Magazine’s Justin Worland,
zoo designer Jon Coe claims that “even the best
zoos… are based on captivity and coercion.” This
moral argument against animal captivity has become more credible in the wake of recent scientific
findings. According to Worland, “Neurology research
has shown that mammals possess the same brain
chemicals that give humans self-awareness.” Thus,
animal rights activists claim, keeping animals under
lock and key is as immoral as doing the same to
humans.
Keller, however, believes that, though some zoos may
mistreat animals, they have done far more to help
them overall. “Without [zoos],” he states, “a lot of the
animals we have today [such as the Bald Eagle and
Mexican Gray Wolf] would be extinct.”
In the wake of debate over their ethical conse-

Despite their benefits, these experimental enclosures are not without their drawbacks. First and
foremost, they can be incredibly expensive. A stateof-the-art polar bear enclosure at the St. Louis
Zoo cost a whopping $16 million to construct, per
Worland. This financial burden may take a toll on
many zoos, Worland claims, forcing them to “[close]
down exhibits that fail to meet new standards”.
Some also question whether or not these innovations achieve their intended purpose of providing
animals with more natural habitats.
“A concrete tree is as useless as a light pole,”
former zoo director David Hancocks tells Worland,
“from the animal’s point of view, they’re really no
better off.” These habitats can also disconnect the
animals from the zoo’s guests.
“From the public’s point of view, they want to see
the animals,” says Keller, “without being able to find
them quickly, it can lead to frustration.”
Even in the face of criticism, Keller is optimistic
about the Columbus Zoo’s future. The zoo’s resident
polar bears recently gave birth, and it is expecting
to introduce sea lions to its animal entourage in
the near future. As for the controversy over habitats, he believes it is important to please both
sides. “It’s that balancing act,” he says, “of being
able to give the animals the best habitats possible,
while helping them be seeable to the public so
that they can still learn about them.” While such
a balance may not be easy to find, doing so is the
key to developing zoos that are more enjoyable for
both humans and animals alike.
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What does it
mean to prepare
students for
their future?

standardized tests; it reflects poorly on
the school, teacher, and the student.
Furthermore, if a student does not achieve
the 18 point standard on AIR tests, they will
not be permitted to
graduate.
Being ready for the next grade could
look differently from student to student,
but all students are expected to be at the
same point in their academics. “To think
[students] will all arrive at the finish line
by Sarah Baxter and Jane Kundu
at the same time is a bit illogical, don’t you
think; however, that is what is expected by
many,” remarks Wene.
chool’s main purpose is to
So does preparing a student mean
prepare students for their future. However,
preparing them for a test or their future?
the best way to do that has long been
Despite Wene stating that she must prepare
debated throughout the country. In Ohio,
students for the state’s
standardized testing is currently the main
standards and tests, she believes “that
way to show how prepared a student is
each teacher takes the students who come
for future grades or graduation. Despite
to them and grows them academically,
the high standards of testing in today’s
socially, and emotionally. Each child’s life
schools, students, teachers, administrators
is very different and each has different
at Worthington Kilbourne High School
challenges most of which are not under
(WKHS), or administrators working at the
their control. Expecting them to jump
district level believe that there is a different
over a predetermined hurdle can be
definition to preparing students for their
Jennifer Wene, Chief
overwhelming
and demoralizing to them.”
Academic
Officer
futures that doesn’t deal with the high
(daleadershipinstitute.com)
Dr. Neil Gupta, Director of
emphasis of testing.
Secondary Education for Worthington,
Jennifer Wene, Worthington
takes a different approach to state
Schools’ Chief Academic Officer relies
standards when it comes to preparing
on the State of Ohio’s definition of
students. Gupta believes the best way to
preparedness. , “As the Chief Academic
prepare students for the next grade is
Officer, my job is to support teachers and
“by working across grade levels to align
provide them resources to ensure that
curriculum and ensure
students are ready for the next grade level
progressions occur to provide
as defined by other entities such as the
coherence among the standards.” By
Ohio Department of Education. This
teaching what state standards have laid out
can entail such things as getting a certain
for school curriculum, it can further
score on a test, earning certain credits,
improve student preparedness. Despite
etc.” But is the definition of a prepared
Gupta’s faith in the Ohio Department
student created by the Ohio Department
Dr. Neil Gupta, Director of
of Education’s learning standards for
of Education an accurate one?
Secondary Education
students, he claims Worthington schools
From a state perspective,
(twitter.com)
need to improve
standardized tests are the main way to
“connecting standards with relevant learning
collect data and see what kind of changes are
opportunities” to make school more
needed to better prepare students in Ohio.
applicable.
Examples of these tests include the American
Teachers at WKHS have a different
Institutes for Research (AIR) tests and
viewpoint on what it means to prepare
Student Learning Objective (SLO) tests. If
student for the next grade. In a survey sent
students do not show growth or receive good
out to all teachers, 100% of teachers that
scores on these
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responded answered that they do see
unpreparedness in students entering the
next grade level. Furthermore, 75% of the
teachers believed that state standards do not
accurately portray student knowledge.
History teacher John Jordan thinks that
“skills that need to be developed are
massive: how to listen, summarize in their
mind, and take notes; how to study for tests/
exams; how to formulate a claim based on
91.3% of student survey
evidence, communicate that claim, and
felt as though
standardized tests have
support it with evidence.”
not prepared them
Being prepared for the next grade
is more than understanding curriculum.
It’s about being a well-rounded student that
knows skills like good study habits or being
able to take notes. However, are students
taught these things or is it assumed that
students already know how to do them?
If a student is not prepared for the
next step in their learning then success is
much harder to find. Math teacher John
26.1% of student
Hermiller believes that students need to do
survey had not been
their part in preparing themselves. A teacher
prepared for the
can teach study habits and time
school year
management, but if a student doesn’t listen,
or doesn’t care, then it makes no difference
what the teacher says.
Furthermore, choir teacher Holly
Pemberton claims that “helping students
connect various subjects instead of each class
being its own separate ‘box’” would also help
students create real-life
applications for what they’re taught and
25% of student survey
could increase overall understanding of the
felt as though they were
subject.
not taught study habits or
time
When discussing preparedness for
management
students, the voice that can be forgotten is
the students themselves. In an
anonymous survey sent out to the whole
student body, 26.1% of student respondents
felt as though they were not prepared going
from last school year to this one. Also, 25%
of students claimed they have not been
taught good study habits. Part of being
prepared and a well-rounded student
includes the small, often looked over,
75% of teacher survey
details like study habits or how to deal with
does not believe standifficult classes.
dardized tests are a
accurate representation
One student states that “I think
of student knowledge
more

opportunities to ‘preview’ the upcoming
school year before it begins would be
beneficial. This can be done through being
exposed to the curriculum, building
relationships with teachers, and having an
idea of the class environment, workload, and
objectives of each class.” Being mentally
prepared can be a major part in coming
ready to learn for the upcoming school
year, but also knowing what to expect can
eliminate fear or reservations about a
certain class.
Multiple students agree that when
teachers show a passion for learning,
it is passed onto the students and the
information is better absorbed. “I think
some of my
teachers really focused their attention on
helping me find a love for learning where
other teachers just gave me the material,
making learning a chore,” writes another
student.
Furthermore, in the survey 91.3% of
students believe that standardized testing
does not help them prepare for their futures
or their next level of education. Another
student states, “having the information that
I’ll need to know for the standardized tests
that are forced down the throats of teachers
and students alike, despite the fact that while
said tests are supposed to measure ‘college
and career readiness,’ 75% of the content has
no practical application.”
Overall, students would feel best
prepared for the next grade if they were
taught things like study habits, time
management, dealing with difficult classes,
etc. Also, exposing them to the content of
their future classes would help them to
mentally prepare and hopefully rid students
of any fears from that class. But real life

skills is also a key part to students’
success in life after they’re done with
school. Although there is a wide debate
about how to best prepare students, the
different opinions are looking out for
the best interests of students and their
futures.
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Transgender Athletes
By Maggie Payne and Madsyn Selph
THERE’S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT: gender and
sexuality is a hot topic in modern America. But
do these bathroom debates actually affect most
Americans? Do American attitudes regarding
transgender individuals really matter? What kind
of impact does this really have on America and
the rest of the world? Surely these big picture
issues don’t challenge individuals directly- and
yet outcomes of policy regarding transgendered
individuals is personal and direct. To the surprise
of many, issues regarding gender and sexuality
may be closer to home than they think.
A spring trademark is undoubtedly March
Madness, and three years ago, the springtime
basketball motif brought a new headline
transitioning the focus from bathrooms to
basketball courts. TIME Magazine highlighted Kye
Allums in the public eye with the headline, “Meet
the First Openly Transgender NCAA Division One
Athlete.” Big deal regardless of your stance, right?
An issue many people do not consider is
the implications of larger issues in their home - in
this case, transgender people in their community
schools system and athletic programs. What sort
of effect does this have on our community? What
does being a transgender high school athlete
look like? Some people oppose the presence
of transgender individuals on the sports teams
designed for the gender that they identify with,

especially if a transgender female retains male
stature and body weight. According to TIME, “the
Arizona Interscholastic Association for the first
time gave a transgender student the go-ahead
to play on whichever team, male or female, that
aligned with their gender identity. To protect
that child’s privacy, no details about the student’s
gender or the sport were released, but older
athletes—playing in college sports or for a spot
in the Olympics—have put themselves in the
spotlight to make a statement about how their
gender identity and love of sports matters more
than what’s under their jersey.”
Mirroring Arizona policy, The Ohio High
School Athletic Association (OHSAA) policy
states, “a transgender female (or male-to-female
(MTF) transgender student athlete) who is taking
medically prescribed hormone treatment related
to gender transition may participate on a boy’s
team at any time. However, before a transgender
female can compete in a girl’s sport or on a
girl’s team, the transgender female must either
(1) have completed a minimum of one year of
hormone treatment related to gender transition
or (2) demonstrate to the Commissioner’s Office
by way of sound medical evidence that the
transgender female student athlete does not
possess physical (bone structure, muscle mass,
testosterone, hormonal, etc.) or physiological

WKHS Victory Bell, a tradition that all atheltics
teams look forward to when winning a game
(above) and the WKHS softball dugout (below)

advantages over genetic females of the same
age group. A transgender male (or femaleto-male (FTM) transgender student athlete)
who has not yet begun medically prescribed
testosterone treatment for purposes of gender
transition may compete on a boy’s team. If the
transgender male student athlete is taking
medically prescribed testosterone treatment, he
can participate on a boy’s team but must have
his hormone levels checked regularly.”
Worthington Kilbourne High School’s (WKHS)
Athletic Director Jeff Todd echoed these policies,
“Our school policy aligns with the OHSAA
regulations. To my knowledge, we have not had
any transgender athletes that have switched
programs. A female athlete is permitted to
participate in a male sport. For example, we
did have a female athlete play Ice Hockey this
past year. However, a male athlete may not
participate in a female sport (such as field
hockey) unless the overall opportunities for
interscholastic competition for boys are less than
for girls and the competing schools mutually
agree. We do not have less opportunities for
boys so they would not be permitted to play a
female sport, like Field Hockey.”
WKHS boys soccer varsity coach Jonathan
Sprunger echoed that despite the lack of
precedents, he believes Worthington would align
with OHSAA rules, “Although we in Worthington
have not experienced this, I believe we would
follow the OHSAA guidelines...in the case of
a boy playing with the girls team, it has to do
with the length of time a person has been on
hormone treatments.” Sprunger also commented
that an athlete’s “intent and motivation to play
needs to be evaluated. If a biological male
soccer player is not good enough to make the
men’s national team, so he decides to take
hormone replacement therapy and tryout for the
women’s national team, should that person be
allowed to play?” Though this is not a common
occurrence, the possibility must be given
thought. Many individuals worry about the safety
of biologically female athletes competing with
biologically male athletes and vice versa. Other
concerns include locker room arrangements,
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Transgender male and WKHS Junior Deklyn Ickler
shared his thoughts surrounding high school
transgender athletes, “it kind of sucks; they only
really care about how you were born because...
it shouldn’t be you have to be a guy to play
baseball. If a girl wanted to play baseball, why
would that be any different? It should be about
how you identify and how you feel, because
that’s just like saying we can’t put this girl on JV
softball because she’s really strong even if she’s
not the best player. It should be about what you
can do and who you are, it’s not about the whole
gender thing.”
Junior Brooklyn Weller echoed Ickler’s
team chemistry, harassment, and the presence of
testosterone treatments, which is often used in
doping.
WKHS junior and student athlete Roen
McCullough is actively mindful of these concerns,
such as “the whole locker room situation, I don’t
know how I would feel about that. I think a lot
of people would be against that. It’d be kind
of weird. I’m not trying to be harsh, but just
being honest.” McCullough plays varsity football
for WKHS and expressed concerns regarding
team cohesion and spirits in the presence
of transgender teammates, “team chemistry
wouldn’t be there,” though perhaps this is due
to learned norms- if transgender athletes were
more common, perhaps cisgender athletes would
feel more natural and comfortable in this kind
of team environment. McCullough also opposes
transgender females playing on women’s teams,
“I don’t think that’s really fair to females because
obviously a man’s gonna be more physically
dominant… men tend to be more aggressive.”
McCullough likened his essentialist1 views of
gender unto age, “I can’t say I’m sixty years old
because I’m not. I can’t say I’m a woman because
I’m biologically a male. It’s the same as age.”
And of course, others do not agree with
McCullough, adopting constructivist2 views
regarding gender, discrediting gender binaries
and the interchangeable usage of sex and gender.
1.essentialist= a belief that things have a set of characteristics
2.constructivist= a belief that uses proof to make a theory
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Sports such as baseball and softball offer alternatives for
transgender athletes who do not meet OHSAA criteria.

thoughts, “I did gymnastics when I was a
freshman and sophomore [in Marysville]. I don’t
care what you identify as, especially if you are
a strong asset to our team. I had a transgender
friend who wanted to do gymnastics, but at the
time we only offered girls gymnastics and had no
place for him. He had done private gymnastics
with all the men’s events and didn’t want to
relearn all the stuff.” Perhaps WKHS strives to
include students in all the programs it can, but
no program is perfect to handle every student
that passes through.
Although the future for transgender
athletes is still uncertain, as more cases of
transgender athletes rise, America will surely
look to professional teams to set the bar, and it
seems that the NCAA have made a statement
with Kye Allums they tend to keep.

Check out our new website layout!
@http://www.ravinenews.com
Weekly Columns
featured on this page are, “You
Can Quote Me” spoken by
Journalists RJ Mehan and Gracie
Burford, “Feminism in 2017”
written by Angela Lu a Ravine
writer, “Everything Sports” a trio
of Reid Katz, Parker Wereb, and
Chase Brown, Preston Sheet’s
Fiction Episode 13 of “Reset”
and Justin Myers’ sports column,
“Cleveland to Columbus: Ohio
Sports”.
Sarah Baxter wrote an
article about Principal Adrean’s
departure from Worthtinton
Kilbourne after her three years of
dedicated service and her “Ohio
Principal of the Year” title.
Want to know what 2017
Grad’s Senior Gift is? The new
graduation requirements, sport
opinions of your local student
journalists, how the track team is
doing, and the best places to eat
around Worthington and more
are on the new website!
Want to be connect to
the Ravine? Send us your ideas,
comments about our articles,
ways you think our website could
improve, story ideas, or things
that you like about the website.
@http://www.ravinenews.com/
connect-with-us.html

From the website.......
Where we get our stories?
Students choose their own
story topics. Stories topics
can range from school
to international and vary
depending upon the day and
the news of the day. All story
topics must be approved by
the student’s advisor and are
proofread before posting.
Have a tip?
Let us know:
@wkhsravine on Twitter or
jhemmelgarn@wscloud.org or
submit a tip.
Who writes our stories?
Students in each of our
Advanced Journalism create
the stories, columns, videos
and podcasts for the site.
Students rotate throughout
the year producing a variety of
pieces for posting on the web.
How do you join the class?
Please see your counselor to
sign up for the class. If you
are interested please look at
our website and contact the
advisor, Mrs. Hemmelgarn.

Underestimated:
Veganism
By Erin Cheung

Photo Courtesy of Erin Cheung and Jenna Wamack

As a senior, I’ve learned that
senior year is the hardest year to
care about. You come in day after
day, counting down the day where
you can wake up and no longer
have to come to school. Although
my work ethic has taken a sharp
downward spiral this year, there is
one class that I’ve taken a liking to.
David Strausbaugh teaches
Poly Rad, a class available to
seniors only. In this class, students
learn and hear from speakers that
support a variety of different views,
ranging from Hate Groups to Black
Lives Matter. One unit discussed
in this class is Animal Rights.
Speakers, mostly vegan, come, talk
and ultimately try to persuade
students to stray away from animal
products. Staying away from meat
products completely? Sounds
almost impossible. And there’s no
way to find a replacement from
bacon, right? I decided to test how
good vegan food is by going to a
place called Loving Hut, a vegan
restaurant I learned about in Poly
Rad.
Through this new voyage, I
asked three of my friends to come
along to help test the waters.
Setting off to this new experience,
I brought Alison Ezell, senior and
fellow vegan of about a year, Jenna
Wamack, temporary vegan but
vegetarian, and Sarah Napoli, a
strong advocate of meat.
The first thing (and
honestly probably the biggest con)
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Appetizers

is that Loving Hut is located in
Reynoldsburg, which meant that I
had to drive 31 minutes to get food.
Not cool. And the closer I got to
the restaurant, the more confused
I became. We drove through some
residential neighborhoods, unsure
if the restaurant would be at the
end of the tunnel. We managed to
find it, despite either the confusing
location or our extreme stupidity.
As we walked into the restaurant,
I felt pretty comfortable. The place
seemed like a very relaxed place.
Right as you walked into the door,
on your left there were two seats
facing a TV with a Wall of famous
people that, yup, you guessed it,
are also vegans. We immediately
hopped into line, as it seemed like a
Panera: order, sit and have the food
delivered to your table. However,
it wasn’t long before an employee
asked if we were dining in and
informed us we could take a seat at
a table and a server would be with
us shortly.

Dumplings
(steamed)
includes wheat
wrappers,
mushrooms,
soy, carrots,
broccoli,
cabbage, onion,
clear noodles
and soy sauce.

Spicy
Nuggets
includes five
crispy soy
protein nuggets
dipped in
homemade
buffalo sauce,
creamy
dressing and
choice of
carrots or celery

“Loving Hut is a chain
restaurant with about 50
location in the US.”
-Khulan
Not long after we took our
seats we were greeted by Khulan,
who told us that she had been
working there since it opened - six
years ago this March. She

Loving Hut
address

also stated that the restaurant’s
customer base “is really a mix of
people. There are lots of returning
people and some are vegan or
vegetarian and some aren’t.” As
it turns out, Loving Hut is a chain
restaurant with around 100
locations worldwide, 50 in America.
But get this: all restaurants are
independently owned, which
means that all menus are different.
Mind. Blown. One restaurant might
have pizza while another offers
sushi.
With that being said, my
friends and I set out to test out
what Loving Hut had to offer. We
started with appetizers, settling
on the spicy nuggets and steamed
dumplings. It didn’t take long
before our first dish arrived the spicy nuggets. Oh the spicy
nuggets. These were one of the
best thing ever. They had the
texture and taste of real meat
and the sauce was TO DIE FOR.
Napoli agreed and stated that “I
thought it tasted like a normal
boneless chicken wing. It was
really spicy and even though I’m
not someone who like super spicy
foods, I thought that this was still
really good.” Ezell, someone who
has tasted multiple vegan chicken,
adds that “Compared to other
vegan meats, the texture and flavor
were just so good.” First appetizer,
success.
The second appetizer
arrived shortly after we finished
the nuggets and once again, we
were amazed. We ordered steamed
dumplings and although it didn’t
have any fake meat inside, it
was still cooked to perfection.
According to Ezell, “This was my

Blacklick Shopping Center
6569 E Livingston Ave
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068

Our Main Entrees
1

2
3
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1. Wamack’s
Save Chick’n
Wrap.
$6.5

2. My Orange
Delight.
$8.95

first experience with dumplings in
general but I really liked them. I
thought they were very flavorful.”

“The vegan ranch has
great flavor and texture. In
comparision to other vegan
ranches, it’s a lot better.”
-Ezell
But finally, the thing we
had all been waiting for had
arrived: our main entrees. Wamack
had ordered the Save Chick’n
Wrap, which was essentially a
crispy chicken sandwich. The wrap
included “chicken,” avocado, tomato,
cucumber, lettuce and creamy

3. Napoli’s
Noble Burger.
$6

4. Ezell’s BBQ
Sandwhich.
$6.5

dressing. “The wrap tastes just
like a crispy chicken wrap I’ve
had before I was a vegetarian.
The sauce was like a caesar sauce,
which is really what made the
wrap so good,” Wamack stated. Her
meal also came with sweet potato
fries which, I can vouch for, were
freaking delicious.
Ezell ordered one of their
most popular dishes: the BBQ
Sandwich. Made from 100 percent
vegan and organic products,
the sandwich was amazing. The
sandwich consisted of sourdough
bread, BBQ soy protein with onion,
coleslaw, and mayo. “It was really
good but I wish that there was
more of the barbeque sauce. The
texture was perfect but more sauce
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Desserts

Sarah
Napoli’s ice
cream with
a scoop of
vanilla on
the botton
and a scoop
of cherry
chocolate
chip on top.
$3

My bomb
cheesecake.
$4

dish for me. Honestly, if that dish had
been the only thing I got, it would
have left a bad taste in my mouth,
literally. But I didn’t give up. And
man, oh man, am I glad I didn’t.
We ordered desserts because
Alison
Khulan told us that the most popular
Ezell’s
dessert dish was “the carrot cake,
“above
but all desserts are really good.” We
average”
put it to the test as Ezell opted for
the famous carrot cake, Wamack
carrot cake.
ordered the rich, double chocolate
$4
cake, Napoli had a scoop of each ice
cream, one cherry chocolate chip
and the other vanilla, while I ordered
the cheesecake. And all I gotta say
is this: bomb. That cheesecake was
freaking awesome tasting identical
to normal cheesecake. Plus, my
favorite part of any cheesecake, the
crust, was also really good. It was a
little crumbly, which made it hard to
eat all at once but honestly, it was
“The double chocolate cake such a small price to pay for such an
amazing dessert.
is very mist and the icing
Everyone else’s dessert was
is super thick and rich, but
also a major success. Ezell stated
that’s what makes it good.”
that her carrot cake “tasted like an
above average carrot cake and not
-Wamack
at all like it would be vegan.” Napoli
Jenna
agreed, adding that her chocolate
But don’t get too
Wamack’s
sauce on her ice cream “tasted like
amazingly comfortable, because my dish, the
the Hershey’s sauce and both flavors
rich double Orange Delight, was not a hit. In
were both really good.” Wamack’s
chocolate fact, I might go so far to say it was
double chocolate cake was also
a big miss. When it arrived at the
cake.
perfect for her because “the cake
table, it looked just as good as the
$4
was very moist and the icing was
rest of them, making my stomach
rumble just looking at it. I took one super thick and rich, but that’s what
made it good.”
bite, getting a mix of the “chicken,”
After we finished our three
rice, and broccoli, and I just couldn’t.
course
meal
in an hour, we went up
The sauce that was placed on the
to
pay,
expecting
a big bill as all the
dish was simply too overpowering.
products are vegan and 100 percent
It was way too much sauce in
organic. But after the appetizers
proportion to everything else and
were split, my total bill was just
on top of that, the sauce was very
under $20, not a bad price at all
orange-y. I don’t have a really
for appetizers, main course and a
intense sweet tooth so the orange
dessert. Walking back to the car, the
sauce came off too sweet for my
liking. The “chicken” was really good four of us came to consensus: would
definitely come back with the rest of
and kind of just tasted like chicken
our friends. Too bad it’s a 30 minute
nuggets but the sauce ruined the
drive.
would have added to the flavor,”
Ezell states.
Napoli opted for the ol’
American favorite: hamburger, or
the Noble Burger. The burger had
the homemade veggie patty, tomato,
lettuce, onion, pickles, ketchup
and mayo and looked like one you
might scarf down at a backyard
barbeque, and Napoli states that
that’s exactly what it taste like.
“It a really good burger but I
think the reason it tasted more
like a backyard burger and not a
restaurant burger was because of
the bun. Everything inside the bun
was really good, but the bun just
tasted like something you would
get a Kroger,” Napoli states. But
despite these few tweeks, Loving
Hut still proved to be delicious to
my friends.

Our take on what’s happening...

Thumbs up to....
• Graduation in less

than a month away
• Warmer weather to
look forward to
• Prom
• End of school
• Outside is blooming and
becoming colorful again

Thumbs down to....
• Bugs & Sunburns

• Rainy/ grey
weather
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• End of the year
exams
• Allergy Season
• School starts
early again next
year
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